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CONCLUSION

GAINSWave uses the only device approved by the FDA to provide extracorporeal shock wave therapy for erectile dysfunction. The therapy is painless, 
non-invasive, effective and quick. Individuals just need to go to a nearby provider a few times for 20 minutes to a half of an hour per session.

Click this link to find a nearby provider and begin the quick treatment to restore proper function to your penis.

Venous leakage is a very treatable form of erectile dysfunction. An erection 
is the result of a complicated chain of events in the body. It all starts with 
arousal. Whether a thought, a vision, physical contact or even a scent - 
something causes arousal. As soon as occurs, the brain sends signals to 
the penis, ordering arteries in that region to expand, hence, permitting 
an increased flow of blood into the penis. Within the flash of an eye, an 
erection is born. 

But this process is not over yet. The increased amount of blood needs 
to stay in the penis, until ejaculation. As a result, the veins of the penis 
constrict, so that the blood has nowhere to go. Once the man has 
ejaculated and the sexual stimulation has expired, the veins widen and the 
blood retreats back into the body.

What could be more frustrating than an enormous healthy erection 
suddenly deflating? When the veins fail to constrict properly, an erection 
will form, but then abruptly ends. This condition is called a venous leakage. 
Read this article and learn all about venous leakage and the most effective 
treatment solutions.

CAUSES OF VENOUS LEAKAGE
 
According to an article on the Nation Institute of Diabetes and Digestive 
and Kidney Diseases website, erectile dysfunction affects 30 million men. 
The condition is incredibly common. However, when  a man finds out 
that he has erectile dysfunction, it is important to comprehend the cause. 
Erectile dysfunction can be a warning sign of a more serious condition, 
like heart disease or low testosterone, so be sure to see a physician 
immediately.

HERE ARE THE MOST COMMON CAUSES OF 
VENOUS LEAKAGE:

DIABETES 
Men with diabetes have vulnerable sugar levels. As a result, the blood 
may not function properly, making it difficult to hold an erection for an 
extended period of time.

VASCULAR DISEASE
When a man has a vascular disease, his blood vessels will not contract. As 
a result, blood will not accumulate in the penis long enough to form an 
erection. 

CANCER TREATMENT
Radiation therapy can cause venous leakage. 

STRESS OR ANXIETY
Stress, anxiety, fear or depression can cause irregular blood flow, and 
venous leakage in a man.

TREATMENTS OF VENOUS LEAKAGE

This article is not all dismal news. Venous leakage is diagnosable and 
the condition is also treatable.Today’s doctors are able to restore regular 
normal penis function to those suffering from venous leakage. Though the 
sooner individuals are able to get the condition diagnosed and treated 
may be linked to erectile dysfunction later in life. The following solutions 
for venous leakage is from Affirm Clinic.

THERAPY
If someone is going through an especially stressful period in life, and also 
suddenly begins to experience venous leakage, there is a good chance that 
the two are related. In that case, some counseling and relaxation exercises 
could be all that is needed to cure the condition. 

As with all sexual dysfunction therapies, they are most effective if the 
partner is present. According to a WebMD article, therapy for stress-
induced ED is 50-70% more likely to be effective with the partner, as 
opposed to the individual just going to therapy by themselves.

ORAL MEDICATION
One temporary solution to erectile dysfunction includes ED medications 
such as Cialis and Viagra. Such pills can inhibit phosphodiesterase-5, 
and cause an erection. However, these erections are only temporary. The 
next morning, venous leakage will still be a problem. In addition, people 
who have severe cases of venous leakage, may not benefit from the 
medications at all.

SURGERY
Usually, the last resort for venous leakage is surgery. Penile vascular 
reconstructive surgery may improve the penis’ ability to hold the blood. A 
penile implant ideally, will keep a penis rigid during intercourse.

SHOCKWAVE THERAPY
The most effective treatment for venous leakage is shockwave therapy. 
Shockwave treatment stimulates blood vessel regrowth as well as 
promotes new and healthy blood vessels. By improving the blood flow in 
the penile area, the restriction in blood vessels and arteries are reduced.

https://gainswave.com/directory/
https://www.niddk.nih.gov/health-information/urologic-diseases/erectile-dysfunction/definition-facts#:~:text=ED%20is%20very%20common.,men%20in%20the%20United%20States.&text=Although%20erectile%20dysfunction%20(ED)%20is,health%20care%20professional%20about%20treatment.
https://www.affirmclinic.com/treatments-for-venous-leaks/
https://www.webmd.com/erectile-dysfunction/guide/sex-therapy-erectile-dysfunction#:~:text=Sex%20therapy%20is%20most%20effective,%25%2D70%25%20of%20the%20time.


Think about your sex life as The Amazing Race For Pleasure.
 
Variety and novelty are what keep sex hot between long-term partners. 
When you try new things together — you fuel new relationship energy — 
even if you’ve been together for thirty years like my husband and I.
 
Right this moment I have nine ideas captured in a list on my phone called, 
“Sexual Bucket List.” Every time I think of something new I want to try 
sexually, I make notes because I know I’ll forget in the heat of the moment.

WHAT’S ON YOUR LIST?
 
Right now, I have a big list. Some of the line items are sexy adventures, 
like making love in the rain or trying the new Manta men’s pleasure toy 
while orally pleasuring my partner.  Yet others require a discussion. We are 
playing with different ways we can enjoy morning sex but I need discussion 
before proceeding: Can we brush our teeth first; how will I be warmed up 
enough to enjoy intercourse if we don’t have a lot of time for foreplay; and 
how do I keep my day’s action items out of my head enough to focus?
 
Sometimes it’s my partner who is generating new ideas. Together we are 
a fountain of sexy fun, always coming up with things we want to try. My 
guy thinks of things that would never occur to me, and vice versa. Sharing 
fantasies is one of the best parts of couple play.

WHEN SEX 
GOES SIDEWAYS 
(RECOVERING FROM UNEXPECTED OUTCOMES)

S U S A N  B R AT T O N



When you make a Sex Life Bucket List, there are three categories of ideas:
 
A: This is definitely something I want to try.
B: It’s not on my list but if my partner wants to try it, I’m in!
C: This is not for me right now (but my sexuality is always evolving, so I 
keep my options open).
 
When you try new things, you aren’t good at them yet. See that I wrote 
“spanking lesson,” not a “spanking.” That’s because my intention for the 
date is to have an erotic playdate where I coach my partner while giving 
me a spanking. I want to feel my way through and ask him to try a lot 
of things: best spanking position, hand vs. paddle vs. flogger, warm-up 
little soft spanks, spanks on different areas of my butt, harder spanks that 
are not slaps, smooth rubs to spread the sensation, what to do if a spank 
is too strong and hurts (because I want to spank for engorgement and 
naughtiness, not pain), aftercare needs… and whatever else occurs to me 
at the time. He will want more feedback than I would typically provide if we 
had experienced together with spanking.
 
That’s what’s great about erotic playdates. If I just asked him to spank me, I 
probably wouldn’t like some of the things that occurred because we need 
to practice. Erotic playdates is the term I use to refer to sexual adventures 
where you try new techniques together using extra communication. Erotic 
playdates create space for learning. You’re just “trying things,” so when it 
doesn’t work out perfectly, you don’t feel bad about it.
 
It’s best to take that attitude into everyday sex as well. “I’m just trying 
things,” is a very good response when your partner says, “Ew! What are you 
doing?” That sends a signal that everything is ok and that your contraction 
or feedback is just that, feedback — NOT failure in any way.
 
If things don’t go off as planned, or an unplanned situation happens and 
somebody gets upset, talk it out. What specifically triggered the upset? 
How can I prevent this from happening again? What outcome were you 
expecting and what was wrong with what actually occurred? Get the details, 
because what you imagine is the issue is likely not it at all. Find out where 
it went sideways and talk through the particulars. That way you can avoid 
making the same mistake twice. This kind of communication hygiene paves 
the way for much less stress talking about anything that needs to be said 
regarding your sex life.  

 Whether it’s a technique, a new toy, a new location or a new partner, 
consider yourself a lifelong sexual learner. Your sexual maturation is a facet 
of your personal growth. When you have a growth mindset about your 
sexuality, it creates space for imperfection.  
 
Often, the best memories a couple has are the times sex went sideways. His 
penis popped out. There was menstrual blood on his face. You couldn’t get 
the toy turned off in the middle of an intense orgasm. They over imbibed 
and fell asleep. The bed broke (again)! She rode you so hard you lost your 
erection because you were afraid she’d break your penis. All of these are 
just normal experiences that you may ultimately remember with humor.
 
When you get the perspective that trying new things means you’re a 
beginner, it removes much of the performance pressure. Laughing and 
having fun, being extra communicative, and treating your sexuality like a 
life adventure captures a growth mindset. Think about your sex life as The 
Amazing Race For Pleasure. The two of you are in it together to win and 
have a grand journey. 
 
As an intimacy expert, I’ve realized over the last twenty years that what my 
fans want is permission, inspiration and education. Inspiration takes the 
form of sexy ideas lovers can try together and solo experiences singles 
can enjoy keeping them sexually vital. Though I’ve created hundreds of 
techniques that transform having sex into making love, my sexy date 
night ideas continue to be massively popular. Bedroom boredom is only 
inevitable if you aren’t trying new things together. Couples that play 
together, stay together, especially in the bedroom. 
 
The big categories of new adventures could include: new sex positions, 
sex in new locations, learning new sex techniques together such as having 
an Expanded Orgasm practice, becoming a multi-orgasmic man, or trying 
Tantric sex, role play, incorporating others into your play, and trying sex 
toys, lingerie, and sexy shows, combined with sexy dancing and photo or 
video shoots. Your sex life can only evolve if you allow yourselves to be 
an imperfect beginners. Your sexuality is a gift that can give you lifelong 
pleasure and vitality. Keep trying, keep laughing and keep loving.

S U S A N  B R AT T O N  “Intimacy Expert To Millions💋” is a champion and spokesperson for 
GAINSWave and FemiWave regenerative treatments. Through her hundreds of techniques 
and communication skills that transform having sex into making love, Susan knows that ageless 
sexuality is one of the most valuable gifts of our humanity. Get her Sex Life Bucket List Assessment 
free at http://sexlifebucketlist.com to find out what new adventures should go on your bucket list.

http://sexlifebucketlist.com/


Luxe List

SONOS PLAY - 5 ULTIMATE WIRELESS SMART SPEAKER - $699
As long as they love music, this is the cream of the crop when it comes to wireless 
speakers. Sonos’ biggest and best sounding speaker, the device has six amplifiers and 
six dedicated speaker drivers. When your partner is out of the house, set it up with their 
favorite tune. They will be greeted with a pleasant surprise when they return! Stick it 
in the largest room in a house and get ready for some earth-shattering tunes! Your 
choice, play different songs in different rooms at the same time, or orchestrate one tune 
throughout your entire home. Three woofers give you all the bass you could desire, while 
the sealed architecture minimizes reverb and echo. Amazon.com

CORAVIN SPARKING WINE PRESERVATION SYSTEM - $399
You just cracked open your favorite bottle of sparkling wine, when you discover that 
the rest of the party does not want to drink anymore. Disheartened, you put the 
opened bottle in the refrigerator. The next evening, the wine is flat and nasty. This 
universal sparkling stopper locks on virtually any bottle, while the charger delivers 
pure CO2 to the wine. Even though the bubbly was opened two weeks ago, it can still 
ring in any festivity! Has sparkling wine ever been involved in a disappointing evening?
Surlatable.com

June is void of any gift-giving holidays, except maybe a birthday, but that makes it an even better time 
to appreciate your partner with a gift. Remind them of your love, and the spectacular fireworks will rain 
across the neighborhood. Those lazy days of summer could use some excitement. Leave one of these 
gifts under your partner’s pillow and be prepared for dangerous sexcapades!

HYDROW CONNECTED ROWER - $2,499.99
In the market for a stationary rowing machine? The Hydrow 
Connected Rower is at the top of everyone’s list. The rower 
comes with a sweatproof 22’ HD touchscreen monitor, 
equipped with HiFi speakers, 2-megapixel camera, a 
microphone and WiFi and Bluetooth capabilities. The screen 
enables users to row from some of the most beautiful places 
in the world. Also, the screen allows one to participate in live 
ad OnDemand classes led by world class athletes. If you are 
reading this article, you know the benefits of exercise to your 
sex life. A lover that gives this gift, will benefit as much, if not 
more, than the individual they give it to.
BestBuy.com

GUCCI GG CANVAS GLOVES WITH HORSEBIT - $590
Any person that appreciates luxury, will enjoy 
showing off her fashionable gloves to the world. 
Also, when it gets chilly, those gloves will keep a 
few of their digits warm. Gloves also protect people 
from catching diseases like COVID, and can also 
come in “handy” when committing crimes. 
Farfetch.com

https://www.amazon.com/Sonos-Play-Ultimate-Wireless-Streaming/dp/B014LFINIA/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&linkCode=ll1&tag=ld0f3-20&linkId=e0c0353f19e736940f912c876d630396&language=en_US&th=1
https://www.surlatable.com/coravin-sparkling-wine-preservation-system/6906978.html?irclickid=1PIzkvReNxyIUfT01zze1XEeUkGWvcXZzT4k3c0&irgwc=1&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_source=impact&utm_campaign=Skimbit%20Ltd.
https://www.bestbuy.com/site/hydrow-connected-rower-silver-black/6349559.p?skuId=6349559&irclickid=T2vSShReJxyIUfT01zze1XEeUkGWvOQhzT4k3c0&irgwc=1&ref=198&loc=Hearst%20Magazines&acampID=0&mpid=3006986
https://www.farfetch.com/shopping/men/gucci-horsebit-detail-gg-canvas-gloves-item-17349426.aspx?clickref=1011liW7tdBb&utm_source=skimlinks_phg&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=PHUS&utm_term=USNetwork&pid=performancehorizon_int&c=skimlinks_phg&clickid=1011liW7tdBb&af_siteid=305950&af_sub_siteid=1011l270&af_cost_model=CPA&af_channel=affiliate&is_retargeting=true


June is all about bikinis, suntan lotion and barbecues. Those winter doldrums are but a distant 
memory. The sun is hot, and those beverages should be as cool and refreshing as possible. 
Espresso martinis and those pints of Guinness beer have no place in summer’s empire. 

While preparing any summertime beverage, try to mimic the flavors of the season. After all, 
memories are most vulnerable to taste. Shut your eyes and think of summer. What tastes 
start to bubble on the roof of your mouth? Watermelon, pineapple, grape, strawberry, mango…
my keyboard is covered in drool!

One of summer’s most iconic, and this author’s second favorite beverage 
is a mojito (Moscow Mule is number one). This Cuban drink is a delicious 
amalgamation of lime, rum and mint - the definition  of summer.

• Fresh mint
• Lime juice
• Rum

• Cucumbers
• Simple syrup
• Soda water

INGREDIENTS

RECEIPE
1. Slice up a cucumber. The more slices the better. After 

you finish the drink, you will have a delicious snack!

2. Muddle the mint. To muddle the mint, simply put the 

mint in the bottom of a cocktail shaker, or a large 

bowl. In case you do not have a cocktail muddler, 

gently jab the mint a few times with a wooden spoon. 

Don’t be too forceful. The point of muddling is to get 

the juice out. 

3. Pour all ingredients, except soda water, into a 

cocktail shaker, and commence shaking.

4. Top off the glass with soda water. 

5. Enjoy!

Date Night



Dear Dr. D, I’ve been experiencing premature ejaculation since I can remember. What are some tips 
for dealing with this? I always get so anxious going into having sex with a new partner. –Lance W.

Dear Dr. D, lately, I’ve been having more issues getting hard later in the day? Is there a reasonable 
explanation for this? What can I do? –Carlos G.

Dear Dr. D, how can I still have great sex when I am experiencing symptoms of ED? –Keenan E.

Every man spends a lot of time thinking about sex, or achieving it. Therefore, when he starts necking 
with his partner, and the time is right, a trillion things could be barreling through his mind, which 
could result in premature ejaculation. 

An erection and then ejaculation is like the most brilliant orchestra to ever play. The composer is 
managing several procedures at once. A lot of it is mental. Free your mind of all the trivial nonsense. 
Try deep breathing, communicating with your partner, and Kegel exercises.

Also, be sure to masturbate before the date. There is no better way of tempering one’s sexual nerves 
than by adjusting oneself.

Nothing is more reliable than the rising sun and the morning wood. That stiffy, which is the first ‘good 
morning’ of the day, is the product of your testosterone level. T-level is highest in the morning, after 
you wake up, and just concluded your REM stage. Conversely, T-levels are generally lowest starting at 
8p.m. As a result, any man struggling to maintain an erection should try to have sex from wake-up 
time to about 11a.m. 

For sure!  Sex is about having fun and feeling good. Even if you can not get a hard-on, there are 
infinite ways to satisfy your partner. Isn’t that what great sex is all about? The erection is way 
overhyped. The tongue can provide exponential ecstasy. Like any tool, practice and patience is 
needed to gain perfection. 

Dear Dr. D



Are These Everyday Habits 
Linked to Developing ED?

Any guy who knows a thing or two about how to prevent 
erectile dysfunction, would probably avoid smoking, 
excessive drinking and improper drug use. Stress and health 
issues are also well known causes of  the condition. But as we 
live our lives, there are countless causes of  ED that we may 
not be aware of.

Canned goods

An inspection of  any home’s pantry will most likely contain 
plenty of  cans with bisphenol-A (BPA). What the can will 
not stipulate, is that BPA mimics estrogen in women and 
inhibits necessary sex hormones in men. 

BPA is also common in other products, like cash register 
receipts, dental sealants, and plastic water bottles. One 
Chinese study in men who worked in factories that used 
BPA, found that men were four times more likely to have 
ED than men who did not work in such factories. 

Biking

Do you bike more than three hours a week? If  so, the 
exercise could be doing more damage to your sexual 
extracurricular activities than you think. Riding a bike will 
add excessive and unnecessary weight to the area where 
blood enters the penis and creates an erection. According to 
a University of  California study, a hard bike seat may cut off 
vital arteries needed for normal sexual activity. Time to toss 
that stationary bike.

Other benefits of  flossing

Israeli researchers discovered that more than 15% of  men 
with chronic gum disease also had erectile dysfunction. 
Only 2% of  men with erectile dysfunction had gum disease. 
Bacteria from the mouth can travel through the blood. 
When this bacteria is blocked by plaque, the clog will make 
it more difficult for blood to pass, resulting in fewer, and 
possibly, no erections. 

Diet

Certain foods can also cause erectile dysfunction. Most 
people know that an unhealthy diet, which causes obesity, 
high cholesterol and high blood pressure, will negatively 
affect the heart, which will indirectly make erections more 

difficult to form. Fried foods, pre-packaged foods and red 
meat, can all contribute to ED. Food high in sodium will 
also make erections less likely to form, by causing high blood 
pressure.

Some lesser-known foods that can cause erectile dysfunction 
are dairy. Because dairy foods, like milk, cheese and ice 
cream are high in saturated fat, they typically lead to 
blockages in blood vessels as well.

Partner has male friends

Research in the American Journal of  Sociology concludes 
that when a female partner becomes close with his male 
buddies. Erectile dysfunction is more common in men when 
their girlfriend or wife becomes closer to his male friends 
than him.

The researchers speculated that such a scenario can make 
a man question his masculinity. Problems with self-worth as 
well as his self-image commonly result. The survey involved 
3,000 men ages 57 to 85. 92% of  those with a partner that 
was close with their buddies had erectile dysfunction.

Freaky sexual positions

We all try to spice it up while between the covers with our 
lovers. Men suffering from erectile dysfunction may be even 
more creative with their sexual hi-jinx. Although mixing 
it up in bed has plenty of  advantages, getting too crazy 
may have serious consequences. Penile fractures are more 
common in bed than people think and they could be really 
painful (writing those two words even made me squirm!).  

Conclusion

For most people, preventing erectile dysfunction is much 
easier than they think. Living healthy, which means no 
smoking, excessive drinking and unhealthy eating habits, is 
usually enough to clear up one’s bloodstream and get the 
love juice flowing. 

However, there are plenty of  other habits we may be 
accustomed to, that can cause ED. For those suffering from 
ED, the first step is to start living healthy. If  the problem 
still persists, take a look at your activities and consumption 
habits. Write all of  them down and go see a doctor.

https://www.livescience.com/35815-partner-betweenness-linked-erectile-dysfunction.html


www.GAINSWave.com
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